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Multicultural marketing is the practice of marketing to one or more audiences of a specific Changes in infrastructure,
technology, economic development and consumer mobility have increased cultural interactions consequently an
increase .

Effective messaging for multicultural audiences has to recognize these differences, use this criteria to better
define their target audience, and craft content that speaks directly to these groups. Many minority groups are
historically disadvantaged, often stripped of their voice in the past. Multicultural marketing provides a
growing opportunity for small businesses to address the way U. Here are three tips on how small business
marketing can avoid missed opportunities by embracing multicultural audiences. This idea was swiftly
abandoned. Nas' narration of the story of Malcolm Campbell, a caucasian s car racer with a dark side, was one
of the most successful components of the "What's Your Wild Rabbit? Multicultural marketing strategies focus
on adapting businesses value propositions to specific cultural groups to establish a multicultural target market
Demangeot et al. In fact, salsa now outsells ketchup in the U. And they have to understand that no group is
monolithic: African Americans may be a minority group your brand is trying to better engage, but such a
broad label overlooks other aspects of diversity, including age, religion, gender identity, location, sexual
orientation, income, education, and other criteria that further divide these groups. In an increasingly diverse
consumer market, there's never been a better time to embrace multicultural marketing opportunities. Burrell,
Consumer purchases are influenced by cultural, social, personal and psychological influences Kotler et al.
First of all is innovation â€” thanks for this type of marketing, the marketer and the companies have to be
always creative to find a new solution, develop new products and marketing strategies. View culture as a
choice Rather than a birthright, culture is a choice of how we spend our time and money, points out marketing
consultant Eddie Yoon in Harvard Business Review. Developing brand affinity and maintaining loyalty,
especially amongst Latino consumers, is becoming the holy grail of growth and success, as those once
classified as minorities become majorities. Marketers need to ask themselves questions such as: How does will
resonate with the family values of my audience? Customers want to see a brand that conforms itself to fit their
world, not the other way around. Healthy eating is a great selling point for these Hispanic foods â€” and a
great example of why multicultural marketing needs to look beyond demographics to address demand as well.
Groups like MiTu , a multi-channel YouTube network, and Young California , a West Coast network of DJs
and content creators focused on hip-hop, have developed loyal following with Latino and other communities.
Instead of making sure cultures and people are represented on your marketing team and in the content you
create, underrepresented voices must be elevated to decision-making positions where they can impact the
creation of messaging and tone, influencing campaign development from the very first step. Additionally, 53
percent of Generation Z identify as multicultural. According to the U. As a result, younger consumers are
growing up in a world where multicultural marketing simply reflects their everyday experiences. Furthermore,
you notice that while performance among young, urban Asian Americans is off the charts, your brand is
making virtually no impression on older, rural Asian Americans, despite your efforts to target them. Leading
with multicultural insights can help you craft realistic and sustainable strategies that will better resonate with
your target consumers. They produced the sessions with Latino students from the Miami Media School.
Diversity, those experts argue, is only part of the recipe to building an effective multicultural marketing
strategy. Traditionally marketing research was based on static values; marketing is now viewed as more
dynamic Demangeot et al. In , Forbes presented 5 tips to refresh a cross-cultural marketing strategy, which
are: socialize and mobilize â€” as the multicultural audiences is leading in social media usage and mobile
technology, the marketer also must be socialized and mobilized; secondly, thinking multiculturally mean
being multicultural is one of the biggest mistakes, actually, marketers do not have to be in a specific ethnicity
to think as the above-mentioned community. On the macro view, your campaign performance among this
group is driving positive ROI, suggesting some degree of success. For more stories like this, subscribe to the
Content Standard newsletter. To convince more Millennials to open a new checking account, for example,
Wells Fargo released a bilingual ad called First Paycheck. This last group includes spouses. Assuming that the
market for hip hop music is only young, urban black Americans creates a missed opportunity for marketers
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trying to reach the broadest audience, he says. To reach diverse audiences, multicultural marketing focuses on
understanding those influences and uses them to communicating with the target consumer. She also advises
them to create content that is creative and resonant with Latino Americans, not to Spanish culture as a whole.
Email Building relationships with customers on a local level is one challenge. Just like any consumer group,
Hispanic consumers don't want to be sold to. There will be choices for every brand to make, but it all starts
with more granular insights and a more nuanced approach to defining your audiences.


